
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION ON PERSONAL DATA PROTECTION FOR COURSE, EVENT, GRANT, PRIZE, 

BOOK PURCHASE, BULLETIN SUBSCRIPTION, LIBRARY REGISTRATION AND FINANCIAL RETRIBUTION 

MANAGEMENT 

 

As owner of the website www.juaneloturriano.com, FUNDACIÓN JUANELO TURRIANO (FJT) is the data 

processing controller for all the personal information furnished by web users. 

The conditions governing personal data protection, understood to have been read and understood by users 

when they furnish their personal information and access this website, are listed below. 

 

Controller 

 
FUNDACIÓN JUANELO TURRIANO 
CIF: G78544558 
Calle Zurbano 41, 1º planta (28010 Madrid) 
Tel.: 91 531 30 05 – Correo electrónico: fundacion@juaneloturrriano.com 
 

Why are subjects’ 
personal data 
processed? 

 

- To reply to requests 

- To authorise access to library services 

- To engage in the commercial relations established once subscribed to, periodically 
providing subjects with information on activities, services, events and conferences 

- To handle the selection processes involved in hiring staff and awarding grants 
and/or prizes 

- To comply with the Foundation’s legal obligations such as filing tax information or 
issuing certificates and credentials 

- To handle course registration and records 

- To perform administrative, accounting and fiscal tasks 

- To fill book orders 

- Where data subjects are speakers at, attend or take part in courses or events, their 
participation may be recorded. Consequently their associated personal data, in 
particular any identifying them such as voice or image, will be processed by FJT and 
may be reproduced on its website or the social network accounts or channels 
managed by the foundation. 
 

How long are data 
kept? 

 

- While the service remains in effect unless data subjects request their erasure. They 
are blocked after the relationship is ended and kept only for the term stipulated by 
law to comply with legal obligations and attend to possible responsibilities or 
Governmental and/or Court requirements. 

- While data subjects continue to subscribe to our commercial correspondence until 
they request service interruption. 

- Until data subjects exercise their right to request erasure of personal data or 
restriction of or objection to their processing. 
 

¿What are the 
lawful grounds for 
processing 
subjects’ data? 

 

- Service provision 

- Data subjects’ consent on a digital form 

- The prospective offering of products and services is based on consent furnished in 
the respective medium. Under no circumstances does withdrawal of such consent 
compromise the performance of the service provision contract or mercantile 
relationship established. 
 

  

http://www.juaneloturriano.com/


Who are the 
recipients of 
subjects’ data? 

 

- Data may be disclosed to other companies for in-house administrative purposes, 
including the processing of clients’ personal data. 

- They may also be furnished to academic organisations and/or any entrusted with 
processing to provide the respective service. 

- They may likewise be disclosed to the Government and/or Courts to comply with 
existing legislation. 

- Where events and symposia are streamed, the audio and video may be 
retransmitted and /or published on the FJT website or its social network accounts 
and channels. 
 

¿Cuáles son sus 
derechos cuando 
nos facilita sus 
datosTo what 
rights are data 
subjects entitled 
when they furnish 
their data? 

 

- Everyone is entitled to receive confirmation of whether or not FJT is processing their 
personal data. All data subjects may access their personal data, request the 
rectification of inaccurate data or their erasure when, among others, they are no 
longer required for the purposes for which they were collected. 

- Under certain circumstance relating to their personal situation, data subjects may 
object to having their data processed. In such cases FJT will refrain from processing 
the data except for reasons of legal imperative or defence in the event of possible 
complaints or claims. 
 

How can data 
subjects exercise 
their rights? 

 
Data subjects may exercise their rights in writing, attaching thereto a copy of the official 
document accrediting their identity and specifying the rights they wish to exercise, using 
any of the following vehicles: 

- e-mail: fundacion@juaneloturriano.com 

- Postal address: C/ Zurbano 41, 1ª planta (28010 Madrid) 
 

How are subjects’ 
data obtained? 

The personal data processed at FJT are obtained from data subjects themselves. 
 

Consent is 
obtained when: 

They check a box and/or fill in an e-form to subscribe to FJT commercial 
correspondence. 
 

What type of data 
are processed? 

Identification: first and last name, national identity/residence card/passport, picture, 
social security number 
Contact details: phone number, postal address, email. 
Financial data: bank account, name of holder (only for the award of grants or prizes or to 
remunerate work performed)  
Academic data: degrees, diplomas, marks and scores 
 
Data subject to special protection are not processed. 
 

 
 

mailto:fundacion@juaneloturriano.com

